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Formation of inclusion type silicon phases induced
by inert gases
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Silicon clathrate, an important allotrope of silicon, has attractive opto-electronic properties

for energy applications. However, it remains an experimental challenge to synthesize elec-

trically undoped, intrinsic clathrate. Here we show, through high-throughput computer

modeling, that unconventional silicon phases spontaneously nucleate from liquid silicon in the

presence of noble gases under high pressure and high temperature. In particular, our results

show that a medium-sized noble gas, for example, argon, can trigger the nucleation and

growth of inert-gas silicon clathrate, whereas a small noble gas such as helium is able to

induce the formation of an unconventional, inclusion-type compound Si2He. The formation of

both silicon phases can be attributed to the same thermodynamic and kinetic rationale that

explains the crystallization of clathrate hydrate, an isostructural analog. Our findings, along

with the gained molecular insights, thus strongly suggest a viable experimental synthesis

route for these silicon phases using noble gases at high pressure.
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Group IV semiconductors, namely, Si and Ge, have the
well-known diamond cubic (DC) structure as their ther-
modynamically stable phase at ambient conditions.

Although the DC structure pertains to most current technological
applications, group IV semiconductors in fact also feature a very
complex free energy landscape with many local minima1. As a
result, a large number of metastable allotropes emerge when
pressure and temperature are extended beyond ambient condi-
tions. These allotropes, if synthesized under extreme conditions,
may also be kinetically stabilized under ambient conditions, thus
allowing potential for the exploitation of their novel properties.

Among the large number of allotropes of group IV semi-
conductors, open-framework structures have gained special
attentions for their promising opto-electronic properties. These
low-density allotropes have a rather expanded crystal structure,
usually containing open channels, or polyhedral cages. Although
atoms are still tetrahedrally coordinated through sp3 bonds, the
open-framework structures yield different topologies from the
DC structure. Particularly, while only six-membered rings are
present in the DC structure, open-frameworks can contain a
variety of ring structures, for example, five-membered rings.
Consequently, bonds in these low-density allotropes are distorted
with respect to perfect tetrahedral geometry, and thus are
expected to yield novel opto-electronic properties for solar
applications2,3. For example, type II Si clathrate (Si136) was
demonstrated to have an optical band gap of 1.9 eV4, that is,
about 0.7 eV above that of DC Si. Electronic structure calcula-
tions5,6 also suggested the band gap of Si clathrate is either direct
or quasi-direct (namely, formally indirect, but the direct and
indirect gaps are nearly degenerate). A recently synthesized new
allotrope of silicon, Si24, was identified to possess an orthor-
hombic lattice and to contain eight-membered rings7. Both
experimental measurements and theoretical calculations sug-
gested Si24 has a quasi-direct band gap of 1.3 eV.

Despite the novel properties of open-framework structures and
the remarkable theoretical predictions for new allotropes, the
synthesis of these metastable structures represents a major chal-
lenge. This is because although metastable allotropes are local
minima on free energy landscape, they are usually separated by
large kinetic barriers which are difficult to overcome through
conventional synthesis. The use of novel precursor materials may
help alleviate the problem by reducing the barrier8. For example,
doped Si clathrates were synthesized with alkali or alkaline earth
metals as guests9, and nearly intrinsic type II Si clathrate can be
obtained through thermal decomposition of Zintl monosilicide
followed by a thermal degassing process to remove guests4.
Similarly, Si24 was obtained by employing the precursor phase
Na4Si24 and sodium was subsequently removed also by a thermal
degassing process7. However, since alkali metals are strong elec-
tronic donors, even trace amounts of atoms may significantly
modify the electronic properties of intrinsic clathrate frameworks.
To circumvent the problem, it is desirable to synthesize novel
intrinsic group IV semiconductor allotropes involving only elec-
trically inert elements.

Group IV clathrates are ideal systems for exploring the possi-
bility of incorporating inert guests. A natural way of obtaining
intrinsic clathrate would be the direct synthesis of empty clathrate
without inclusion of guest. This certainly represents a major
experimental challenge because empty clathrate was predicted to
be thermodynamically stable only under negative pressure10–12.
Another possibility is to use electrically inert guests that fit geo-
metrically within cavities and weakly interact with the host atoms,
for example, noble gas elements. Indeed, empty type II clathrate
hydrate “Ice XVI”, a structural analog of group IV clathrate, has
been obtained by pumping neon guests out of neon hydrate13. To
this end, theoretical studies have suggested that inert-gas-

encapsulated group IV clathrate can maintain charge neutrality
and thus preserves appealing opto-electronic properties of the
framework6,14,15. Quantum chemistry calculations beyond den-
sity functional theory also indicated that the formation of these
clathrates is energetically favorable16. However, despite the high
promise and predicted high stability, experimental synthesis of
these inert gas inorganic clathrate has not been reported17.

To understand if inert gas group IV clathrates could be
experimentally synthesized, it is useful to recall structurally
equivalent, but chemically different crystals: clathrate hydrates.
Similar to group IV clathrates, clathrate hydrates are also
host–guest compounds, with the host and guest being water and
gas molecules, respectively. Although the frameworks of clathrate
hydrates are built by hydrogen bonds which are much weaker
than the covalent bonds of group IV clathrates, both types of
clathrates share the same framework structures and many phy-
sical properties. In fact, the similarity between the two clathrates
can be rationalized at a fundamental level: Si, Ge, and water in
fact all belong to tetrahedral materials, for their common struc-
tural motif where atoms/molecules are tetrahedrally coordinated.
This common structural motif, which is also largely preserved in
many non-crystalline phases of tetrahedral materials, yields
unusual thermodynamic and structural properties that are shared
by the group of materials. Therefore the knowledge gained from
one system can be readily transferred to another.

For clathrate hydrates, the guests are usually small molecules
such as hydrocarbons. A common example is methane hydrate,
where methane molecules serve as the guests and fill the poly-
hedral water cages. Methane hydrate typically forms when
methane meets water at their interface under moderate or high
pressure and low temperature. Although methane is hydrophobic,
and thus has a very low solubility in water, it can effectively
structure its first hydration shell and yields a hydration number of
19–20 (refs. 18,19). This coincides with the hydration number 20
for methane within the dodecahedral water cage 512, which is
composed of 12 five-membered rings of water. Since the 512 cage
is one of the major building blocks of clathrate frameworks, the
formation of methane hydrate can be promoted if there exist
enough building blocks in liquid. This may be facilitated through
increasing pressure or lowering temperature which allows water
to dissolve more methane molecules. Therefore the structural
similarity between liquid and solid in their local structures of
water around a guest provides the key structural basis for indu-
cing the formation of clathrate hydrate.

Given the intrinsic connection between clathrate hydrates and
group IV clathrates, the known formation mechanism of methane
hydrate may be borrowed to understand whether group IV
clathrates can be formed in a similar manner. In this work, we
take the first step to explore such possibility through a high-
throughput computer search within a four-dimensional para-
meter space. Interestingly, our results show inert gases not only
can induce the formation of Si clathrate, but can also yield an
unconventional, inclusion-type compound Si2He that can be
viewed as a guest-filled diamond hexagonal (DH) Si structure.
Both silicon phases are promising candidates for energy appli-
cations, and can find their structural analogs in methane hydrate
under ambient and high pressure conditions. Importantly, the
fact that both crystals are found to form spontaneously in direct
molecular dynamics simulations presents strong theoretical evi-
dence for their existence and indicates viability for the experi-
mental synthesis of both phases.

Results
Formation of Silicon clathrate. We first begin our study by
addressing the question of whether inert guests could induce the
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formation of silicon clathrate when mixed with liquid silicon
under pressure. Although, in principle, the question can be
answered by simply examining the outcome of a direct simulation
under various conditions, this heuristic approach is neither
effective nor conclusive in practice. As a rare event, crystallization
is usually unlikely to occur spontaneously in direct simulation
unless strongly driven to become extremely fast, that is, with a
crystallization rate >1031 m−3 s−1. This typically occurs when the
nucleation barrier becomes sufficiently small, for example, under
high supercooling conditions, so that the spontaneous crossing
becomes frequent within the typical temporal and spatial scale of
direct simulation. Alternatively, one may use an advanced sam-
pling method, such as the forward flux sampling (FFS) method20,
to explore crystallization under more realistic conditions21,22, but
the computational cost may also be exceedingly demanding for
the scope of this study.

To accelerate the exploration, we recall the isostructural
relationship between group IV clathrates and gas hydrates. From
a structural point of view, a good hydrate former should meet at
least two criteria. First, it should be able to induce a structural
ordering of host atoms/molecules resembling those of polyhedral
cages in clathrate. A good indicator of this kind is the
coordination number (CN) of host atoms/molecules around a
guest in solution, and a good clathrate former should yield a CN
close to the number of host atoms/molecules within a cage.
Indeed, aqueous methane was found to have a hydration number
(19–20)18,19, very close to the number of water molecules within
the dodecahedral cage of hydrate. Second, a clathrate former
should also have a non-negligible solubility (χG) in the solution,
as a clathrate nucleus cannot form without the agglomeration of a
certain number of cages. This is essentially why pressure is
needed in hydrate formation, to dissolve a sufficient number of
guests into water. On the basis of these understandings, it is thus
expected that an inorganic clathrate former should possess similar
characteristics. Therefore a preliminary screening of potential
clathrate formers can be carried out by examining the CN and χG
of a guest.

The calculated CN for He at 1460 K and 1 GPa is found to be
near 12.7, and it only varies slightly with temperature and
pressure. Therefore, from the aforementioned viewpoint, He does
not appear to be a good clathrate former. This is not unexpected
because He is a small atom, which is indeed known to occupy
interstitial sites of DC silicon23,24. In fact, as will be indicated in
the next section, He is found to induce the formation of an
unconventional Si–He compound with a framework of DH. As
He is too small to induce Si clathrate formation, it is of interest to
understand whether larger inert gas atoms can be effective
clathrate formers. To answer this question, we performed a
computational search of clathrate formers by systematically
varying both r0 and ε0 in the Morse potential for describing the
guest–host interaction (see Methods section). Since ε0 and r0 are
the respective energy and length scales of such interaction, tuning
both parameters mimics the properties of a wide range of noble
gases with different sizes and binding energies with Si. Thus, the
two characteristic scales, along with temperature T and pressure
p, constitute a four-dimensional parameter space for the
computational search.

The search identifies the following trends regarding χG and CN,
as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. First, the CN of the guest is found to
increase monotonically with both r0 and ε0, but relatively
independent of T and p. Second, the solubility of the guest χG
is found to increase with both pressure and ε0, but to decrease
with temperature and guest size r0. The dependence of both CN
and χG with all four variables is akin to that of small hydrophobic
molecules in water25, and indeed shares the same origin. On the
one hand, the guest acts as cavity in liquid silicon, by excluding

silicon from the volume it occupies. Because guests are small
enough, silicon atoms can still maintain a tetrahedral network by
going around the guests without inducing dangling bonds. As a
result, the first coordination shell of Si increases as such a cavity
(guest) enlarges. The sovlation free energy of the guest is mainly
entropic, and it increases with the size of the guest. On the other
hand, the guest–host van der Waals interaction, although much
weaker, can attract more Si atoms around the guest as the
interaction strength increases, thus leading to an increase of both
CN and χG with ε0.

Figure 1 also shows that the effects from different variables (T,
p, r0, and ε0) can generally compensate each other. For instance,
the loss of solubility due to increased temperature T or guest size
r0 may be counterbalanced by increased pressure p or binding
strength ε0. Similarly, the change in CN can be offset by tuning r0
and ε0. However, since the CN only weakly depends on T and p,
varying thermodynamic conditions may only affect the solubility
for a well-defined guest (where r0 and ε0 are fixed).

Remarkably, a number of spontaneous clathrate nucleation and
growth events are observed during the computational search. A
typical trajectory of this kind is shown in Fig. 3. The
crystallization event is detected by a gradual decrease of potential
energy, which is a typical signature of a disorder–order transition.
Subsequent analysis of the structure using the half-cage order
parameter21,22, which was developed to distinguish hydrate-like
water, indeed shows that clathrate forms spontaneously. As
shown in Fig. 3a, the trajectory involves an induction period
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Fig. 1 Guest solubility in liquid Si. Variation of the calculated mean solubility
χG (molar fraction) of guests in liquid Si with a pressure, b the length scale
of guest–host interaction r0, and c the energy scale of guest–host
interaction ε0. Error bars represent the statistical uncertainty of the
calculated mean solubility, which is obtained by the block average method.
The details of such estimate are explained in Supplementary Note 1 and
Supplementary Fig. 1
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(~2.5 ns), followed by a steady increase in the number of
clathrate-like Si atoms. As shown in Fig. 3b–e, fluctuation
randomly creates clathrate-like fragments within liquid Si, but
nucleation and growth of clathrate only occurs at the gas/liquid
interfaces. This is not surprising because the formation and
aggregation of clathrate cages must be facilitated by guests, which
are more abundant near the gas reservoir. Consequently, clathrate
forms along two parallel interfaces, due to periodic boundary
conditions, before it grows inwards, namely, along x. The
anistropic growth of clathrate thus yields two layers of solid
clathrate that act as barriers to diffusion for gas into the liquid. As
a result, the growth of clathrate ceases as gas atoms become
depleted in the liquid, leaving a diluted solution within the
interior of the liquid.

Figure 4 shows nucleation maps of spontaneous formation of
clathrate with respect to the variation of T, p, r0, and ε0. The
nucleation map, along with the variation of CN and χG (Figs. 1
and 2), clearly reveals a few important trends and implications for
clathrate formation. First, guest size plays an important role in the
ability to form clathrate. While a small guest does not appear to
be good clathrate former due to its low CN, a large guest may not
be effective either because of its very low solubility in liquid Si.
Instead, a medium-sized guest (i.e., with a guest–host distance r0
between 3.1 and 3.4 Å) offers a good balance between both key
characteristics required for a clathrate former. On the basis of the
van der Waals radii of noble gases, Ar is thus projected to be a
promising Si clathrate former. To further test this prediction, we
employ ab initio quantum chemistry methods to compute the
dissociation curves for different silicon/noble gas dimers (see
Supplementary Note 3 and Supplementary Fig. 3). Our result
shows that both the energy and length scales of Si–Ar interaction

(ε0= 0.051 eV, r0= 3.2 Å) are indeed located well within the
spontaneous nucleation map (Fig. 4), thus strongly suggesting
that Ar is a good candidate for the formation of silicon clathrate.
Second, for a given clathrate former, a combination of high
pressure and low temperature appears to be an optimal
thermodynamic condition for clathrate nucleation. This can be
clearly seen from Fig. 4 where the region of spontaneous
nucleation significantly expands with increasing pressure and
decreasing temperature. The enhancement is primarily attributed
to the increasing amount of dissolved guests in solution, which is
required for clathrate formation. The suggested clathrate forma-
tion conditions are readily attainable in experiment, as pressures
in the range of several GPa can be conveniently controlled using a
diamond anvil cell (DAC). Finally, it is worth noting that,
although a spontaneous nucleation in direct MD simulations is
certainly a strong indication of clathrate formation, a non-
nucleating trajectory does not necessarily imply clathrate
formation is unattainable in experiments. In fact, nucleation
occurring spontaneously in direct simulation implies an unrea-
listically high rate (>1031 m−3 s−1), which is many orders of
magnitude greater than a typical experimental rate (e.g., a
nucleation event occurring within 1 cm3 and 1 s yields a rate of
106 m−3 s−1). Consequently, the map of clathrate nucleation
(Fig. 4) in terms of an experimentally accessible scale is expected
to be much larger, covering a wider range of parameters.
Therefore, the results and analysis suggest that it is extremely
likely to obtain Si clathrate when mixing liquid Si with medium-
sized noble gases like Ar under pressure.

Formation of Si–He compound. During the search for clathrate
formers, a spontaneous crystallization of Si mixed with He is
identified at 1460 K and 7 GPa, as signified by the observed
decrease of system potential energy, as shown in Fig. 5a. A quick
view of the structure (Fig. 5f, g)) reveals that the crystallized Si
framework does not resemble clathrate, but appears similar to
DH silicon. Structural analysis based on the local order parameter
q626 indeed shows that the silicon framework corresponds to DH
silicon, albeit exhibiting lattice distortions. At first glance, this is
rather surprising given that the thermodynamic condition at
which the spontaneous crystallization occurs falls well within the
phase region of liquid Si for the SW potential12. In fact, the
nucleation of DC silicon at the same temperature, but a much
lower pressure (zero) was found to be already slow enough that it
requires advanced sampling methods like FFS27 to obtain the
crystallization trajectory in simulation. Since the melting line of
DC silicon has a negative slope, the nucleation rate is expected to
drop exponentially with pressure, thus making it impossible to
observe spontaneous crystallization of DH/DC at the examined
conditions.

To understand the unexpected formation process, we examine
the crystallization trajectory. As shown in Fig. 5b–e, the
formation of the crystalline phase is initiated at the gas/liquid
interface and propagates into the interior of liquid silicon. This
appears similar to the crystallization of inert-gas clathrate, and
thus implies the formation process can be a result of the guests.
Interestingly, Fig. 5f, g shows the crystallization not only yields a
DH-like silicon framework, but also orders guests into periodic
arrays, suggesting a distinct chemical compound.

A closer structural analysis indeed shows that the new phase
can be described as an inclusion-type compound with an
anisotropically distorted framework of DH-like lattice encapsu-
lating He atoms in the hexagonal channel of Si. In particular, each
building block of DH Si framework, that is, diamond hexagonal
core (DHC) (see Fig. 6), encloses one He atom at the interstitial
site of DHC. Since a DHC is composed of 12 Si atoms, each of
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Fig. 2 Coordination number of Si around guest in liquid Si. Variation of the
calculated mean coordination number of Si around guests with a pressure,
b the length scale of guest–host interaction r0, and c the energy scale of
guest–host interaction ε0. Error bars are defined as the standard error of the
calculated mean coordination
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which is shared by six DHCs, the inclusion compound exhibits a
well-defined chemical stoichiometry of Si2He. It is noted that
Si2He also bears some resemblance to the “filled ices”28–31 in that
small guests such as hydrogen molecules or helium atoms were
found to occupy the open channels of host ice lattices, which also
yields a well-defined guest–host stoichiometry. Si2He is further
found to be particularly related to methane hydrate III (MH-III)30

as both compounds share the same guest–host ratio of 1:2, and
appear hexagonal-like when viewed along c axis (Fig. 5g).
However when viewed perpendicular to the c axis, MH-III
exhibits a different topology from hexagonal ice Ih (or DH) with
four- and eight-member rings, the latter of which form a large
open channel where methane molecules reside30, whereas Si2He
appears topologically identical to DH (Fig. 5f). It is also noted
that our ab initio calculation based on the GW approximation
further predicts this new inclusion-type compound Si2He to be a
direct band-gap semiconductor with a gap size of ~1.1 eV, thus
showing a very promising electronic property for energy
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Fig. 6 Nucleation pathway of Si2He. The nucleation of Si2He is initiated at
gas/liquid interface by forming an Si diamond hexagonal core enclosing one
He atom inside. The DHC can be viewed composed of two six-membered
rings as basal planes, and three six-membered rings as prismatic planes.
The growth of Si2He can proceed by attaching another DHC either
on prismatic planes or on basal planes, similar to the growth of hexagonal
ice Ih44
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applications. The detailed analysis on its opto-electronic proper-
ties will be reported in a separate contribution.

It is then of interest to understand why and how Si2He
spontaneously nucleates from the liquid/gas mixture at a T/p
condition where DH/DC silicon is thermodynamically unstable.
Energetically speaking, this question appears particularly intri-
guing because the host–guest interaction (~7.7 meV) is very weak
compared to the host–host interaction (2.17 eV, that is, the well
depth of the two-body term of the SW potential). To rationalize
our results, it is useful to again recall the water–methane system.
Although hydrogen bonds in water are about eight times weaker
than Si–Si bonds, they are still two orders of magnitude stronger
than water–methane interactions. In this system, the existence of
methane in water not only induces the formation of a different
crystal from ice, but also shifts the water/ice phase boundary
substantially32. From a kinetic point of view, the formation of
methane hydrate can be attributed to the solvation of water
around methane, which leads to a water structure in close
resemblance to hydrate. As discussed above, this also explains the
formation of inert-gas Si clathrate. Similarly, a small guest such as
He is found to yield an Si CN of 12.7, very close to the number of
Si atoms in DHC (12) enclosing He in Si2He. Therefore, the
presence of a sufficient number of He atoms in liquid Si provides
a strong structural basis for the formation of Si2He. Indeed, the
molecular nucleation pathway (Figs. 5 and 6) shows an Si DHC
enclosing one He atom emerging at the liquid/gas interface, with
its basal plane parallel to the interface. This DHC thus provides
six anchoring sites for attaching DHCs in plane, which leads to
growth parallel to the interface, and one anchoring site for
growing DHC out-of-plane towards the liquid.

The spontaneous formation of Si2He compound can be also
understood from a thermodynamic point of view. To this end, we
estimate the equilibrium melting line of the Si2He phase by
employing the two-phase approach33 (see Supplementary Note 4
and Supplementary Fig. 4). As shown in Fig. 7, the calculated
melting line of Si2He is found to shift significantly with respect to
that of DC/DH. In particular, the calculated melting temperature
of Si2He at 7 GPa is around 1925 ± 25 K, that is, about 550 K
above that of DC/DH. Notably, the melting line of Si2He also

exhibits a positive slope, indicating a volume increase upon
melting. This is in contrast to DC/DH which is less dense than its
liquid, that is, a typical behavior of tetrahedral materials. The
change of melting curve and the sign of melting-line slope can be
attributed to the incorporation of guest atoms within the
structure, leading to a denser packing in the crystalline phases,
which can also find strong analogy to the water–gas systems29,32.
Therefore, at 7 GPa, the temperature (1460 K) where crystal-
lization occurs spontaneously corresponds to a supercooling of
23–25%. This is in fact a typical condition to observe
homogeneous nucleation in a direct MD simulation34,35.

Discussion
Inspired by the need for synthesizing novel, silicon-based energy
materials with intrinsic semiconducting properties, we carried out
theoretical and computational studies to explore the kinetics and
thermodynamics for the formation of novel phases composed of
Si and noble gases. The potential advantage of employing noble
gas to form novel silicon phases over the traditional method by
thermal decomposition of Zintl precursor is obvious as noble gas
can keep the desired electronic properties of Si clathrate largely
intact. Therefore the key question is to assess whether a weak
guest–host interaction is possible to divert the formation pathway
of the strongly bonded host lattice to form a stable/metastable
phase, for example, clathrate.

Encouragingly, our computational search indeed shows this is
very likely under high pressure and high temperature. The
computational search within a four-dimensional parameter space
indicates that the two key metrics for clathrate formation, namely,
CN of host around guest and solubility of guest in host liquid, can
be optimized by varying pressure, temperature, guest size, and
guest–host interaction strength. Remarkably, inert-gas silicon
clathrate is indeed found to crystallize spontaneously at the gas/
liquid interface within nanoseconds in direct molecular dynamics
simulations, strongly indicating the likelihood for clathrate for-
mation under high pressure and temperature. In particular, a
medium-sized noble gas such as Ar is projected to have the right
interaction strength to trigger Si clathrate formation, as further
confirmed by our high-fidelity quantum chemistry calculation.

Another intriguing finding of this study is the spontaneous
formation of an unexpected inclusion-type of compound Si2He,
which is not only the first stoichiometric compound composed of
these elements, but also is predicted to be a direct band-gap
semiconductor. Although small guests appear insufficient to
structure the liquid Si shell to be clathrate-like, it yields a local
structural motif reminiscent to DH lattice, thus kinetically
favoring the formation of the inclusion compound. This spon-
taneous formation can also be rationalized thermodynamically
from the calculated melting curve of Si2He, which is significantly
distinct from that of DC/DH silicon.

The study has been motivated and guided by our knowledge
gained in hydrocarbon–water systems. Apart from the apparent
structural similarities between clathrate hydrates and group IV
clathrates, the two systems are in fact connected at a more fun-
damental level: The tendency of preserving local tetrahedral
coordination ensures a strong analogy between the two chemi-
cally distinct systems. Small hydro- and silicon-phobic guests thus
essentially act as a small cavity in the tetrahedral network, which
can go around the cavity while still maintaining tetrahedral
coordination without inducing dangling bonds. As a result, with
different guest sizes and interactions, host atoms/molecules
around guests may exhibit different topologies that locally match
various crystalline phases. This serves as one of the structural
bases for the formation of novel guest–host phases. Not only
clathrate phases exist in both systems, but the predicted
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compound Si2He can also find its structural analog with the high-
pressure filled ices. From this viewpoint, and given that a variety
of hydrate structures have been discovered under both ambient
and high pressure36, we expect there should also exist rich phase
behaviors of group IV/inert gas systems, particularly under high
pressure.

It is also worth noting that, despite the strong analogy between
them, water and silicon are indeed distinguished in their tetra-
hedrality37 and bonding nature of the framework, which may
subsequently yield important implications for experimental
synthesis. For example, the strong covalent Si–Si bond (about one
order of magnitude stronger than water hydrogen bond) implies
the corresponding energy scale must be much higher in the sili-
con system than in water for the similar types of structures and
phase transitions. The difference in bonding may also lead to a
stronger guest–host repulsion in the silicon-guest system under
pressure. Consequently, high pressure (GPa) and high tempera-
ture (>1000 K) are inevitably required for the formation of inert-
gas Si phases. Therefore the experimental synthesis of novel Si
allotropes with inert gas may be carried out through the melting
Si in DAC filled with noble gases.

Finally, we note that as the main scope of the work is to explore
the kinetic formation pathways, a large body of the study is
carried out based on classical force fields to access the necessary
length and time scales of such processes. Although some of the
key guest–host interactions used in the work can be verified by
our quantum chemistry calculations at the MP2 level, the fidelity
of the prediction can be further enhanced by employing a higher
level theory such as coupled cluster. More importantly, the
thermodynamic stability of the predicted new phases, in parti-
cular, the pressure range within which these phases are stable,
should be examined by an accurate quantum chemistry approach.
Further studies are thus needed to understand the enthalpy dif-
ference between the predicted structures and those competing
phases under high pressure.

Methods
Force fields. Our molecular simulations are carried out using the Stillinger–Weber
(SW) model of silicon38. The SW model is one of the most widely used force fields
for group IV semiconductors in describing their solid and liquid phases. Given the
intrinsic similarity among tetrahedral materials, the SW model has also been
successfully extended to the water/ice system through representing water molecules
as monoatomic particles with a tetrahedral strength intermediate between those of
silicon and carbon39. Very recently, the phase diagram of silicon has been calcu-
lated over a wide temperature and pressure range12. Silicon–gas interaction, which
is mediated through van der Waals (vdW) force, is modeled by a simple Morse

potential Φ rð Þ ¼ ε0 1� e�k r�r0ð Þ2
� �

� 1
h i

, where ε0 is the well depth (energy

scale), r0 is the equilibrium binding distance (length scale), and k represents the
width of the well. For the silicon–helium system, the parameters are obtained
through fitting against the potential developed for silicon–helium40, by tuning k
while fixing ε0= 7.7 meV and r0= 2.912 Å (these numbers correspond to the
energy and length scale of the potential). The fitting yields k= 2.06994 Å−2, which
reproduces the potential almost exactly. The helium–helium interaction is repre-
sented by a Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential with ε= 0.94 meV and σ= 2.64 Å41. As
there is a lack of accurate experimental data for the interactions between Si and
other noble gases, we carry out our study over a range of parameters by system-
atically varying ε0 and r0, and further verify them for noble gases by quantum
chemistry calculations. When varying the guest–host interaction ε0 and r0, the
corresponding guest–guest interaction is then obtained by applying the
Lorentz–Berthelot rules on the basis of the helium–helium and silicon–helium
interactions. It is noted that the variation of guest–guest interaction is indeed found
to have little effect on the formation of clathrate, because guests are well separated
in both solution and solid so that their interactions are much smaller than
guest–host interactions.

Molecular dynamics simulations. MD simulation typically involves 4192 silicon
atoms and 4000 guest atoms. A larger system (containing ~13,000 Si and ~9000
guests) is also used to cross check size effects. The initial configurations are
obtained by melting a silicon crystal and randomly converting a certain number of
Si atoms into guests. The systems are then equilibrated at the target conditions for
at least 20 ns, leading to a mixture of liquid solution and gas phase separated by two

flat liquid/gas interfaces, as a result of a periodic boundary condition. At each
condition, the solubility of guest in liquid Si and the partial radial distribution
function gGH(r) are calculated based on a simulation trajectory of 30–40 ns (see
Supplementary Note 2 and Supplementary Fig. 2). The CN of Si around guest is
obtained by integrating 4πr2gGH(r) up to the first local minimum. To account for
the concentration gradient of guest near interfaces, a liquid slab with a thickness of
8 Å is excluded from the calculation of both solubility and CN. The statistical
uncertainty for the calculated mean solubility is estimated based on the block
average method42. More calculation details for the block average method can be
found in Supplementary Note 1.

Identification of solid Si. To identify clathrate-like Si atoms in liquid, we employ
the half-cage order parameter (H-COP)21,22. H-COP was developed to distinguish
hydrate-like water molecules in liquid on the basis of topological analysis of the
tetrahedral network, by identifying half polyhedral cages of water molecules,
namely, the unique building blocks of clathrate hydrates. Given the structural
equivalency between Si clathrate and clathrate hydrate, H-COP is thus adopted
with a reduced cutoff distance of 2.7 Å. To identify DH/DC-like Si, a local order
parameter q626 is employed, such that an Si atom is deemed DH/DC-like when q6
> 0.5. The local order parameter q6 has been demonstrated effective in recognizing
local cubic and hexagonal ordering in both ice43 and Si27.

Data availability. The data that support the findings of this study are available
from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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